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humimeter for Paper/Board
NEWS from the climatic chamber!
VERY QUICK BALANCING  SIMPLE HANDLING
Schaller Messtechnik provides professional moisture meters & comprehensive solutions.

Climatic chamber with monitoring and measuring system for
moisture
Completely leak tight chamber which creates an atmosphere with a controllable relative humidity.
This allows different materials to be adapted to the required conditions.
Features:
xAnalysis
system for LF moisture transmitter
x
xDisplay shows moisture and target value
x Control range: 10 to 90% r.h
xResolution and setting step: 0.1% r.h.
xPower supply: 220 Volt
xOptional available with interface and date recording software
Please click here for further information.

humimeter PM4 paper moisture meter
For paper manufacturers for receiving control and measurement at
warm, running paper rolls with infrared temperature measurement
Features:
x Measuring range: 1 to 25% water content
xResolution: 0.1% water content
xMeasuring depth: 50mm
xPaper temperature for determination of
water content: 0 to +80°C / 32 to 176°F
xNondestructive measurement, also through the packaging
Please click here for further information.

humimeter PM3 paper moisture meter
For receiving control of paper processors like print shops, paper
retailers and corrugated paper manufacturers.
Features:
x Measuring range 1% to 25% water content,
dependent on the type
x Resolution: 0.1% water content
x Measuring depth: 50mm
x Paper temperature: 0 to +60°C / 32 to 140 °F
Please click here for further information.
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